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Mysore - 570 006.

REPORT

A. INTRODUCTION :

An assessment of the quality of the instructional materials 
placed in the hands of the teachers and students is always 
desirable. The feedback obtained by this exercise can be used to 
bring about improvements in them. The NCERT's DPEP curriculum 
activity No.10 corresponds to the evaluation of the competency 
based text books developed or being developed by the DPEP states. 
The evaluation tool (vide Annexure-1) for this purpose has been 
developed at the national level involving experts and faculty 
from NIE and RIEs.

The Regional Institute of Education was entrusted with the 
task of conducting this activity in respect of the DPEP states in 
the southern region - Kerala, Karnataka and Tamilnadu for the 
year 1995-96. Accordingly, a workshop was proposed to be held in 
our institute from 14th to 23rd December, 1995 to evaluate the 
instructional materials developed by the Karnataka State in 1993 
and 1994.

On learning that the state authorities are developing the 
instructional materials under DPEP, to be used in DPEP districts 
of this state from the next academic session (1996 - 97) , the 
matter was brought to the notice of the Joint Director, NCERT 
during his visit to the Institute in the last week of November, 
1995. According to his suggestion of taking up these books for
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evaluation a proposal was placed before the Commissioner of 
Education, Government of Karnataka who readily agreed and 
arranged for making available three sets of the xeroxed version 
of the manuscripts (completed just then) of these materials in 
respect of Classes I and II. The materials are the following :

1. Kannada (i) Textbook
(ii) Workbook
(iii) Teachers Handbook

2 . Mathematics - (i)
(ii)
(iii)

Textbook
Workbook
Teachers Handbook.

3. Environmental studies - (i) Textbook (cum workbook
(ii) Teachers Handbook

The workshop was held from 14th to 23rd December, 1995. Ten 
evaluators (vide Annexure-3 - three each for Mathematics and 
Kannada and four for Environmental Studies) undertook the task in 
respect of the above listed instructional materials.

At first, every evaluator individually analysed the 
materials for class I, recorded his observations and rated each 
criterion in the prescribed evaluation tool proforma. Then, all 
the evaluators in the subject met together, compared their 
observations and prepared a final consensus report of their 
evaluation and rated each criterion.

On the sixth day of the workshop i.e., on 20th December 
1995, xeroxed copies of the evaluators comments and the 
manuscript copies with duly recorded observations were sent 
through a bearer to the concerned state authority for subsequent 
use in a workshop which was being organised parallely by them to 
revise these manuscripts.

During the latter half of the workshop a similar exercise 
was done in respect of class II materials and on 27th December 
1995 copies of evaluators comments and manuscripts (with 
comments) were delivered in person to the concerned state 
authority, for necessary action.



EVALUATORS COMMENTS :

1. Physical Aspects : (Applicable to all Instructional Materials)

As the material was in the first draft stage (manuscript) 
and was yet to see the print and come out in book form, the 
evaluation committee, could not give its opinion on this aspect. 
However, the committee has offered the following suggestions :

1. The size of the book may be crown 1/4 such that the teacher/ 
student can handle it with care and carry with him 
easily.

2. The book should not be thick and may contain 60 to 80 pages.

3. The paper used must be thick and white.

4. The get-up and design must be attractive to the teacher/ 
student.

5. The layout must conform to the structure of the content.

6. The binding must be lasting and the teacher/student should be 
able to easily open and keep the book flat while reading or 
working with it.

7. The cover page must be thick, colourful and attractive and 
also convey important message connected with the content. The 
inner cover pages may carry messages of national importance.

8. 18 and 24 point-type size may be used for print.
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PROFORMA NO.I

Proforma for Identification Data of the Instructional Material

Each item of this proforma should be written in the script

of the material developed and again in Roman Script. For example
: Title of the book is O \ \u H -3—U I 1'. It is to be written 

_
as ’\\ u \ -M | 3 | 1 (Mathematics Part 1).

State : KARNATAKA

Type of Material : Textbook

Title :

MATHEMATICS
(First Draft-manuscript)

Language in which material is written : KANNADA

Class : Class I

Author(s) :

Editor(s) :

Publisher :

Publisher's Address :

Year of Publication :

Edition :

Number of Pages : a) 53 - Textual Material
b) 53 - Pictures

Price

4.



2. Coverage and treatment of competencies :

At the top of each lesson, the competency to be mastered by 
the children has been stated. However, the list of competencies 
for Class I in mathematics, should be provided at the beginning 
of the instructional material, for quick reference. Regarding the 
nature of competency required to be developed amongst children 
through each lesson, instructions for teachers are mentioned at 
the bottom of each page. By and large, the material has been 
prepared with sufficient care, so that there is continuity and 
logical sequence throughout. Sufficient thinking and effort has 
been made for the treatment of inter-related competencies in an 
integrated manner and there are plenty of opportunities for 
children for identifying the interrelated competencies. All the 
competencies have been covered in the instructional material and 
the coverage of each competency is fairly comprehensive, 
providing for a large number of activities to be performed inside 
and outside the classroom. The number of questions provided for 
each competency is also sufficiently large.

So the over-all coverage and treatment of competencies is 
very good.

3. Content :

The content selected to develop a specified competency is 
adequate and relevant, keeping in view a high degree of accuracy. 
The activities are related to pupils' daily life experiences 
making these more meaningful for children. Further, the material, 
being based upon life situations, facilitates pupils' learning. 
An attempt has been made for inclusion of content facilitating 
creative expression. However, more opportunities have to be 
provided to the children for developing their creative talent.

Regarding conformity of content to the ten core components 
specified in NPE, 1986, the pertinent aspects like equality of 
sexes and inculcation of scientific temper have been taken care 
of, wherever possible. Moreover, a sincere attempt has been made 
for the development of instructional material through stories and 
tit-bits in the form of rhymes, wherein an element of wit and 
humour is associated with the learning material, so that pupils 
may enjoy learning and at the same time forget, at least for a 
short while, the monotony and routine of classroom learning. 
International numerals as well as symbols have been used 
throughout the material. There are plenty of topics of special 
interest for the learners, such as, various kinds of notes and 
coins in daily use, non-standard units of measurements etc.' 
Wherever possible, activities for communicating with 
environmental situations, for generating positive attitudes and 
for appreciating inter-dependence of human beings and nature, 
have been provided. So the overall content coverage is good.
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4. Style of presentation :

The textbook has been written in a style which is easily 
understood by young children. Sufficient care has been taken to 
reduce the use of language to the barest minimum level possible 
and to use numbers only for comprehension purposes. Simple words 
and simple sentences are used in a large measure to ensure 
comprehension among young children. Greater emphasis has been 
laid on oral and practical work. All concepts and terms used in 
the preparation of the textbook are explained in a clear manner 
so that children do not generally have any difficulty in 
comprehending their meanings and contexts.

A sincere attempt has been made for presenting the textual 
material in a graded manner following logical and sequential 
order. Sufficient number of activities of play-way type which are 
practical in character are inbuilt into the instructional 
materials. They are mainly intended for developing competencies 
leading to mastery of learning.

A few specific types of creative activities related to a few 
competencies have been included in the instructional material, 
keeping in view the improvement of general efficiency amongst 
pupils. Some attempts are seen here and there in the textual 
material so far as the development of skills of observation, 
discrimination and classification are concerned. More attention 
is needed in this regard. The instructional material attaches a 
lot of importance to development of oral expression among 
children, making use of daily life situations and life 
experiences. An attempt has been made to develop the skills of 
handling of simple materials/objects and instruments such as 
tamarind seeds, small pebbles, carrots, small weights, balances, 
pots, cups, glasses, vessels of conical shapes, buckets etc. by 
the pupils. It is believed that this will provide sufficient 
opportunities for children for developing some basic skills in 
the areas of measurement of length, area, etc.

A number of activities relating to practical work in some 
areas of life situations and problems are provided in the 
instructional materials. Wherever possible, provision is made 
for creating situations to develop imagination and thinking 
amongst children. Self-learning and co-operative learning 
activities for diversified group of learners need to be provided 
in the instructional materials. Greater emphasis is laid on oral 
work. Similarly more attention is paid to the mental work among 
the young learners. However, interesting reading and number 
readiness activities can also be provided in the instructional 
materials. Answer key has not been provided. However, such a 
provision gains importance when self-learning and co-operative 
learning activities are introduced in the class for children's 
reference at the end of every lesson or unit.
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The text book and the workbook contain a large number of 
visual materials partly selected from the material world and 
partly from nature outside the classroom. However, suggestions 
for supplementary visual material and teaching aids should be 
made. Over all style of presentation is good.

5. Visuals :

A large number of visual aids have been introduced into the 
instructional material. The visuals that are selected for the 
textual materials are very close to the content. Children are 
familiar with them and evince great interest in knowing more 
about them in a class room situation in the company of their 
fellowmates under the supervision and guidance of teachers. 
Various kinds of visuals are introduced into the instructional 
materials.

There is proper linkage between the visuals and the content 
and they are something like the two faces of the same coin. The 
visuals are accurate and somewhat attractive. Overall 
presentation of visuals is very good.

6. Evaluation exercises :

Exercises for almost all lessons are carefully selected and 
they are more or less in graded manner, and are within the 
comprehension level of an average child. Most of the exercises 
are selected on the basis of specific criteria for each 
competency, with sufficient provision for variety of items, 
problems and activities. Provision has been made for a large 
number of problems in exercises set at the end of each unit to 
ensure reinforcement of learning amongst pupils. No mention has 
been made about organising remedial teaching and multiple class 
instruction programme either in the textual material or in the 
workbook. Therefore, the question of providing separate 
worksheets for the said classes has not been dealt with at all. 
It needs to be taken care of. Not much has been included in the 
form of exercises in new learning in the form of 'things to do’, 
'things to find out’ and projects at this stage in class I in any 
of the instructional materials, now on hand. Space for learners' 
response has been provided wherever required.

No regular and systematic attempt has been made in any of 
the materials brought out at Class I level for providing clues 
and hints to different questions. Instances where provision has 
been made for giving hints to teachers for the development of 
learners' skills of answering oral, written and situational 
questions in the textual materials, are just a few. It is 
desired that the number of such instances should be increased so 
that the teachers' general efficiency may be improved. There is 
no mention of any unit test in a structured form in the textual
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material. However, there is a great need for preparing such 
comprehensive testing material right from Class I level onwards.

Suggestions for obtaining and utilising the feedback and for 
organizing remedial instruction are not provided, neither the 
tools for assessing the learners' skill of observation, 
discrimination, classification and analysis are included in any 
of the instructional materials. Similarly, the tools and 
techniques for assessing the values and attitudes of the 
learners, as well as, comprehension questions to ensure use of 
imagination and thinking are totally lacking. This aspect of the 
evaluation exercises needs to be strengthened further for making 
the instructional materials more effective.

A Note y If all the learning activities are done using only 
stones, beads, sticks etc., just because they are no cost 
materials and are available around, the learning experiences for 
the children may turn out to be monotonous and lack excitement. 
On the other hand the activities must also involve attractive 
things which the children may not see or handle daily, such as 
the materials of mathematics kit. Liberal use of these will 
make the learning a joyful experience.

C. EVALUATORS RATING :

S . NO. RATING CRITERIA NO.

1 5 (excellent) 2.2,
3.1, 3.2,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3,
6.1,

2 4 (very good) 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.3, 3.8, 3.13,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.6, 4.7,
5.4, 5.5,
6.2, 6.3.

3 3 (good) 2.6,
3.4, 3.6(v,vi&x), 3.7, 3.9, 3.11 
3.12,
4.4, 4.5, 4.9, 4.10, 4.12,
5.6,
6.6, 6.7, 6.9, 6.12, 6.15.

4 2 (satisfactory) 3.5,
4.8, 4.11, 4.15,
6.4, 6.5, 6.8, 6.13, 6.14.

5 1 (poor) None
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D. CONCLUSION :

For most of the criteria, the rating has been 3 (good) and 
above. Nine criteria have been rated as 2(satisfactory) and none 
as 1 (poor) .

On the whole, the book has been well developed. However, it 
could be made better by giving due considerations to the
comments/suggestions 
recorded on the pages

made by the evaluators, including those 
of manuscript.

E. PAGE-WISE COMMENTS

Competency No./ 
Page No.

Comments

1.1.2 & 1.1.9/26 The number 100 written in column 1 should 
be deleted.

/27 The numbers 0-99 written in the 2nd line 
at the bottom of the page should be 
substituted and written as 0-100.

2.1.2/32 (a) The second figure in the 1st row
should be cancelled and the space 
between the other two pictures be 
adjusted. In the 2nd figure of the 
2nd row, there should be only 3
leaves and not 8 leaves. Omit the 
first row of pictures.

(b) In the 3rd and 4th line of the same
page, the two words ' and '5'
should be substituted by only '3' and 
‘ 5’ .

2.1.3/33 There are six sheep in the first block, 
six sheep in the second block and four in 
the third block of the first set of 
figures. But as per the first problem, 
there should be six sheep in the first 
block, two sheep in the second block and 
four sheep in the third block. Necessary 
correction should be made as suggested. 
Similarly, in the second set of figures 
in the same page, there should be eight 
apples in the first block, three in the
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second block and five in the third 
block. But there are only seven in 
the first block, eight in the second 
block and five in the third block. 
Necessary corrections may be made as 
suggested.

2.1.4/35 There are 8 problems and only 3 sets of
figures.Of these, only the figures in the 
second row match with the problem, 9-5=4. 
Therefore, 7 more figures to match with 
the remaining problems (i.e. 5-3=2, 8-4=4 
6-2=4, 4-1=3, 7-2=5, 5-5=0 and 6-3=3)
should be drawn.

2.1.5/38 The first problem 5-2=3 should be changed
as 5-3=2 so as to match with the figures 
in the first row. Similarly, in the 
second row of figures, there should be 7 
bubbles in the 1st block, 4 bubbles in 
the 2nd block and 3 bubbles in the 3rd 
block to match with the second problem 
7-4=3. But there are 7 bubbles in the 1st 
block, 5 bubbles in the 2nd block and 3 
bubbles in the 3rd block in that row. 
Therefore, necessary correction has to be 
made with regard to the correct number of 
bubbles in the second block.

/39 The order in which problems 1 and 2 are
written should be changed in order to 
match with the pictures given in the 
first and second rows i.e. problem 6=6 
should go to the second row and problem 
5=5 should come up "to the first row. 
Further, the third problem and the 
related figure (i.e. 9=9) don't match 
with each other. Hence either both of 
them should be rewritten so as to match 
with each other or deleted.

/40 The statements 9+1=10 and 8-3=5 should be
recorded at the end of each problem. 
Pictures are not written for these 
problems and instruction to teachers are 
also not mentioned.
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3.1.4/47 Only answers relating to the measurement 
of volume of water are given. It is 
necessary that the problems are also 
given against each answer. However, a few 
pictures of some of the informal units 
used for measuring the volume of liquids 
in our daily life are provided in the 
page. Some more may be given

3.1.5/49 The names of all the 7-days of a week are
provided through a rhyme. It is stated 
that a picture is also provided but it is 
not there. Hence a picture depicting 
all the seven days of a week may be 
provided in the same page, (vide Kannada 
version of the page-wise comments).
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Competency No./ 
Page No.
1.1.1/1

Comments

1.1.2/2 - 11

dred-cre dree, odredjcie 3Qde rerdre «odj reddri re5d_,reare ?.redrere?l redd?3e 

(®) d^djredeo, xSoa^rts^ red^riV de^6:?aridS, do?odd?3e.

(«)

(re)

ecreSreartdde, red.d d3,dS redreadde.

d,ddod6 3©desrerim xioa^cderf^ d,d red/doodri rtrepisaft rerecie©„ 
d?r

4

6
11

13

1.1.3/14

15

1.1.4/18 

1.1.4 & 

1.1.5/19,20 

1.1.6/21

e$?dedod dodd doddefc.

‘reded diaf^o’ redee ‘ reread: do^o’ reds.

deed deriedd red, dm^dedjdood ©dd^ dried 4 red, deed, ree^.

‘seSrtde’ ssen ‘reerWe’ reo£>dre?3e.

doaj/i reemSrWe ded. re. re. ersredd^od 3dd deed xre3e.

‘dreed d ssrera.d’ redee ‘rtre.oinft reacdeS deded esree.d’ reocie red©.o j  • o «J c -j  • 6
3rd dede 4de reddd xjaeeride 3,dereaft dcrerd reddde dede dra£d djare.rid red.reaftdS.

—® -/ -S -S —3 «J _>

ddp 3reed l rdod) red34 doreoQ&dod rede, cere, red,rtddS. redddde^ ^edrereft srerds 
ecdrereh redd.

eddd? reaSd deeded? red,dS_ 20 ed.rid do$Od. io dde rtde redd, red.

redjrido rereS red. dod, redede/red/ide &Od

1.1.8/23

24

(s$) dede doadrWde, reded ree3 edree reVc 3dedS dorededod ejreereeere.sdori 
dee>redre?3e.

(re) redrew odd rerertsdrea ©dd-S dead dred.ddde do$ddd?3e.

(re) ‘ede’ sso ‘ssd’. & dedda ‘sde’ dd reedd ere dre>dd?3e.n uJ n n
deodd? dcre xreSdS ded doddded red.rWo d?d. 3d? reared reddde redo redreario,n _/ J <4 • 3
reds.

red,rWe reedd 3^ri reoddod (do?Sdree deed rerteded) eddoeoded o?dcdeS^ 3oa.

25

reaee : 8,4................................. ed dod eie 8 1, , , ,J redjdde d?d
reaee 12,5,8.............................. ed dod de 12

redo eed red? oedod red, d?Od«4 -Z

28

29

dd.d red d red, deore. 

ffadedd doded? red, dooiofie.-/ co sjdde di e?a<4
ft 5 1”^. c 1'* » <~-a V 9 . 
Uw ’ 4/ ^\zw fV

eade cade sac:
4— 4— X—

4

redo, ocie red, d?ore
<4 >
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2. 1.1/30

34

38

39

2.1.5/40. 

3.1.1/43 

3.1.2/44

3jod3 tea.
(e) sdoderfe dodo,
(e) dsderf?
3^j dor? dd,rt<& ded.
3, dd<& ^dde ^ro.d d3o rttfdo, yodo3joe33ddodo.

e) a -o <4

5-3=2 30

7-3=4 30

doodeo 5=5 dd,3, 30oiradod d.
-X 0 -X>

6=6 dd,3, 30otortod d.
-X 0 -J)

3d dd, dodo, 3do36 djoodos&do,. ed^ood eddo^ dddoda. 
dd.rWo dodo 3jodd3^o ^o . 3e03> _o co

rore6, d/sedorte* dd, ^ti©.

6^2//
:ddd? ro©3 dd/itf© djode roeo dd.rtVdo da.J co J

sddd? 2^aS,CjO 3 rr.v MSad. 2 doid, ^dd?3i.J co >

ldjs.dod 500 Oj s . dddrt ooro dosedd dd,co _X sd©.
derodo ed3dro>©3 dood (yod^) 3d dd, 3ooa. eodd edddroo3 dooddod yod 
eroded did dd,3do edd,.-3 > 6

yoro : (e) doaddod oodydo yod, edo3ood;<do 

(e?) dd;Gdcd doadaoio e3e edododjdo 
(«}) 3?sddod 3^)do3od yoda edcdodjdo 

(3s) draOdod doodd rodd yod e^ododjdo

p
J4I.

3.13/46

3.1.4/47

3.1.5/48

5.1.1/50 

5.1.2/52 

5.1.3/53

rte?d ded/d^d dd, ^q,. oodeo ro^-so^d ^d. 3d dddo ddd©,dod d3o 3^o d;d 
^d©. ddjrt'SrLra dddd3od©id:d dded^ doocrodc ^d©. 

rod,d ed^>droo3 doed3^ ^do^ derodo dd,ri$?d©: 

yoro: d^d, dl3,£», 3e3, deod drood, roqs* d^ri^o 3ooired d,dreres 
yoro : d3d€' 3oad ddo 3ado rod? rraddd. edo 30o3oe .U > co
dodo yo6dodc3 ro^oio dd, ^d©

3oodd ^dde3o.
3oodd ~dd?5o.

3d3 3d^d dd 3ocdrafto . ddd© dossroros^,, do3o ood co 3d?dc3 do;?d dy?03.
»x co -X co rJ'

3d dd, d3do ded roe. edo dod^ ro£> ddd ^o. dod^ ro© oodeo ro.drorodd 53d
a ~ > , , _ co _X o

djodj dd, dja?03.

3dod©,dod (ddod: eead dd,) oisod 3ededddo< Mdodjdq,. d«©drod 3:0 ^q.. 
ydo 3jscdedoc3orod dd,. dd, ^d© eodd ed34 53pd3ro3 3joddrte ~dd?5o" 
(3edj dd,d©d eodrt^n dodd^odeo)

(e) dro, ddodd3ris?rLo 3od.doodj 33od 300,, doro,, d?K, ys^o, 3a, yodci^fudd 
3©3~’ edoq/d do3/~rf <dJ2oa;3 rodoo deddrodod erododd. 5£3

ode o3de GJ}Zi.~

ddqd^do^ yodoiss33od;do 3j o <.
fd?cd d3o d^do, ridd eidd jdfv

(a) cdod odod rodod/d^©, l ood 100 d (edro 99d) ddd 3od/W; ddodd 
e© 20 ©eroded scd.rfed yodoio?A3od)do 3j o 3 .

co O <4 x _;
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PROFORMA NO.1

Proforma for Identification Data of the Instructional Material

Each item of this proforma should be written in the script

of the material developed and again in Roman Script. For example

: Title of the book is i I \u'l H 1 1’. It is to be written
f-y -------- -

as 1 (Mathematics Part 1).

State : KARNATAKA

Type of Material : Workbook

Title :

MATHEMATICS
(First Draft-manuscript)

Language in which material is written : KANNADA

Class : Class I

Author(s) :

Editor(s) - :

Publisher :

Publisher's Address :

Year? of Publication :

Edition :

-• uT p UJ.H5 :

Price :
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2. Coverage and Treatment of competencies :

The list of the competencies prescribed should be enlisted 
and presented in the beginning of the book. The competencies have 
been mentioned in the beginning of the lesson, treated 
comprehensively, maintaining continuity and sequence. The 
integration of interrelated competencies is attempted wherever 
possible.

3. Content :

The content selected (i) is adequate, appropriate and 
accurate, (ii) is related to daily life experiences and adaptable 
to local learning situations, wherever possible. There is an 
attempt to bringin (i) content with wit and humour, (ii) themes 
of special interest to suit the age group, (iii) themes having 
scope for creative expression and (iv) activities for 
communication with environmental situation through many suitable 
examples. Hindu Arabic system of numeration is used. Content is 
in conformity with equality of sexes and is suitable for 
inculcation of scientific temper. However, there are certain 
discrepancies between the textual material and the visuals, a 
list of which is appended herewith. These should be looked into 
seriously during revision.

4. Style of Presentation :

Vocabulary and sentence structure are appropriate. Terms 
and concepts have been developed through a simple language.

The material is presented in a graded manner maintaining the 
logic and the sequence. Play-way approach is followed wherever 
possible. Provisions made for the following are very good :

(i) the development of the skills of observation, 
discrimination, classification and analysis in learners

(ii) situations encouraging learners' oral expression

(iii) handling of some materials by students

(iv) suitable instructions to conduct activities

(v) situations to develop imagination and thinking

(vi) self-learning

(vii) creating interest in learners i.e, in reading the 
material and solving problems
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(viii) suggestions for preparation of supplementary materials 
like charts and models wherever needed. However, an 
attempt could be made to include many more creative 
activities - e.g. puzzles suitable to the age group. 
Instructions are not provided in some cases and are not 
clear in some others vide the appended page-wise comment.

5. Visuals :

Visual aids are given adequate importance and are relevant 
to the content (except for the discrepancies listed in the 
appended page-wise comment). The visuals conform with the actual 
objects containing a lot of variety and are quite attractive.

6. Evaluation exercises :

Exercises are graded to suit the level of the learners and a 
variety of problems and activities are provided for each 
competency for drilling practice and remedial instruction. They 
also ensure use of imagination and thinking.

A few situations are provided for exercises of the form 
'things to do'. Sufficient guidance/instructions are given to 
the teachers to use the workbook effectively and to evaluate the 
learners' performance.

16



C. EVALUATORS RATING :

S.NO. RATING CRITERIA NO.

1 5 (excellent) None

2 4 (very good) 2.4, 2.6,
3.1, 3.5, 3.8, 3.9,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.6, 
4.10, 4.11, 4.12,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.5,
6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.7, 
6.14, 6.15.

3.11, 3.13, 
4.7, 4.8,

5.6,
6.9, 6.11,

3 3 (good) 2.2, 2.3, 2.5,
3.3, 3.4, 3.6(vi), 3.6(x)
4.4, 4.9, 4.15,
6.6, 6.8, 6.10, 6.12.

4 2 (satisfactory) 3.2,
4.5.

5 1 (poor) 6.13.

D. CONCLUSION :

The evaluators have rated almost all of the criteria 3(good) 
and 4(very good). None of the criteria has been rated as 
5(excellent) . Two have been rated 2(satisfactory) and l(poor). 
Hence, the quality of the workbook is good.

However, attempts have to be made during revision to improve 
those aspects which have been rated 2(satisfactory) and below.

17



E. PAGE-WISE COMMENTS :

Competency Page 
No. No.

8

Comments

1.1.2

9

10

11

The figures of 3 children, 4 fruits and
2 birds are given instead of 3 flowers,
3 umbrellas and 2 crows respectively.

Instead of 4 cats, 4 butterflies are shown.

Instead of 6 pencils, 5 pencils are shown.

The pictures of 
not drawn.

3 chicks and 5 umbrellas are

1.1.3

12

13

14

19

21

Instead of 4 flowers, 
written. Instead of 
8 chocolates are written 
3 chocolates and 8 balls

4 umbrellas are 
8 vegetables, 
The pictures of 

are not drawn.

Instead of 9 flowers, 9 birds 
The pictures of 9 leaves and 2 
drawn. Instead of 6 bells, 6 
shown.

are shown, 
caps are not 

leaves are

Instruction is not given at the bottom of 
the page.

For drilling, '4' picture page is missing. 
This has to be prepared.

Instead of 6 pictures of elephants 6 birds 
are shown.

This is provided in the textbook. As such 
they have to be changed.

1.1.8 41 Instead of rabbits, birds
Instead of 10,7,11,13 candles,
candles are drawn. Instead of
are shown.

2.1.1 52 Instruction should be given at

53 Instruction should be given.

3.1.1 75 Instruction should be given at

are shown. 
j,7,6 and 8 
is, marbles

(Note : Some of the pictures should be properly placed in the 
workbook).

is
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2. Coverage and Treatment of competencies :

The list of the competencies (MLL) along with the numbers as 
found in the MLL have to be given in the beginning for teachers' 
reference. Each write up is filled as a competency. The 
competency is at the top along with its scope and meaning. Care 
is taken to ensure logical development and maintain continuity 
reflecting the nature of the content. Interrelated competencies 
are treated well, subject to the scope of the content at the 
level. All competencies are comprehensively treated.

3. Content :

The content treatment, conforms to MLL by and large. However, 
certain changes are made to accommodate the demands of the 
children's age group. The content is treated accurately. Daily 
life situations are used in plenty to facilitate learning. The 
material is adaptable to local learning situations. There is an 
attempt to include content for creative expression. The 
treatment takes into consideration the national ethos and 
conforms to those aspects which are relevant to the content as 
equality of sexes, secularism and scientific temper. The rhymes 
carrying messages are included to help learning in a relaxed way. 
Hindu Arabic system of numeration is used extensively. 
Environmental approach to learning is attempted in the learning 
activities.

4. Style of presentation :

The vocabulary is simple, language familiar to the child is 
used by and large. The classification of terms and concepts is in 
easily understandable language,except the technical terms. The 
matter is presented in graded, logical and sequential manner as 
per the precept-concrete to abstract (iconic).

Play-way method of learning is used here and there. The 
development of these skills are ensured by the mastery level 
learning of the competencies. Oral expression of idea is 
encouraged through oral questioning and mental sums. The learning 
activities are stated in simple direct language. The mental sums 
help development of imagination and thinking. The material aims 
at group learning and to an extent self-learning as well. The 
activities ensure number readiness. More visuals than found in 
the material are necessary to kindle and hasten learning.

5. Visuals :
The visuals are in one-one correspondence with the steps to 

develop learning. The visuals are closer to the ideas, in the 
content and there is variety in them. The visuals bear
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correspondence with the concept. By and large the visuals 
resemble the objects which they represent and are good enough.

6. Evaluation exercises :

This aspect is mainly taken care of in workbook. The 
exercises are graded according to difficulty level and taking 
note of learners’ ability. Variety is attempted. The exercises 
for reinforcement are enough. The aspects on remedial/multiple 
class instructions are not contemplated. They are all achievement 
oriented. The evaluations on 'things to do’, 'things to find 
out’ are there in a few places. Enough space
writing the answer in the workbook. Clues
difficult cases. Hints to teachers are offered in suggested 
learning activities. Provision of tools for assessing learners' 
skill of observation, discrimination, classification and analysis 
is taken care of to some extent. Provision of answers in 
handbooks is made. Provision of comprehension questions to ensure 
use of imagination and thinking by learners is made to some 
extent.

is provided for 
are offered in

C. EVALUATORS RATING :

S . NO. RATING CRITERIA NO.

1 5 (excellent) 2.2.

2 4 (very good) 2.3, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.8,
4.3, 4.6, 4.7, 4.9, 4.12,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5,
6.1, 6.9.

3 3 (good) 2.4, 2.6,
3.4, 3.6(vi), 3.6(x), 3.7, 3.11,
3.12 , 3.13,
4.1, 4.2, 4.4, 4.10,
5.6 ,
6.2, 6.3, 6.7, 6.8, 6.12, 6.14,
6.15 •

4 2 (satisfactory) 3.5,
4.5,
6.6,

3.9,

5 1 (poor) None

1



D. CONCLUSION :

Most of the criteria has been rated 3(good) and above, only 
two criteria under content, one in style of presentation and one 
in evaluation exercises have been rated 2(satisfactory).

This book therefore is well developed. However, those 
criteria rated three could be improved during revision.
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2. Coverage and Treatment of Competencies :

A list of competencies prescribed for class II has not been 
given in the beginning. It is desirable to give this list in 
Teachers handbook. Each lesson has a brief title connected with 
the competency. A list of these lesson titles along with page 
numbers in the form of an index could be given in the beginning. 
The development of each competency in general is good, ensuring 
continuity and logical sequence. The interrelated competencies 
are integrated satisfactorily. All the competencies have been 
developed fairly well and comprehensively.

3. Content :

The content selected for each competency is well suited, 
accurate and related to daily life experiences (in a large number 
of cases). The textual matter is adaptable to solving elementary 
problems arising in local situations. In a fewer instances the 
content has been used for creative expression. Wherever possible 
content is made in conformity with equality of sexes, secularism 
and developing scientific temper. Inclusion of content with wit 
and humour is done to the extent possible. Hindu Arabic numerals 
are used in the material throughout.

4. Style of Presentation :

The language of the text is in general suitable to the age 
group, except in a few instances where perhaps, unavoidably 
technical words have been used. The terms are used in the context 
appropriately and are classified. The presentation of the 
material is logical and in order. A few opportunities are 
provided for learning through play-way activities. Creative 
activities provided are insufficient. The skills in observation 
and discrimination are developed to some extent. There are 
opportunities for oral expression. Activities wherever introduced 
are clear and specific enough, but for a few situations. 
Imagination and thinking are encouraged through activities and 
suggested home assignments. The scope for self-learning, 
co-operative learning and activities for diversified group of 
learners is limited.

5. Visuals :
There is enough provision for visuals. The visuals in the 

text are placed close to the competency and the content. There is 
variety among visuals to some extent. The linkage between the 
content and the visuals is natural and logical. The visuals 
represent the objects almost correctly and fairly in proper 
perspective. While printing, colour used discretely will make the 
picture attractive.
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6. Evaluation Exercises :

The exercises are graded in accordance with the difficulty 
level. Variety is contemplated among the problems under 
exercises. Exercises for feedback immediately after learning the 
textual material, are provided. Enough space is not provided in 
the book for students' response. Such exercises calling for hints 
and clues are almost nil. Each lesson has instructions to 
teachers. Among these, hints for developing the learners' skills 
of answering the oral, written and situational questions are 
provided, wherever necessary. Scope is provided for assessing 
learners' skill of observation, discrimination, classification 
and analysis. Comprehension questions at the level, to ensure use 
of imagination and thinking by learners, have been included in a 
few lessons.

Appended herewith is the list of page-wise comments.

C. EVALUATORS RATING :

S .NO. RATING CRITERIA NO.

1 5 (Excellent) None

2 4 (Very good) 2.2, 2.3, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.8,
4.1, 4.3, 4.7, 4.9, 4.10,
5*1/ 5.2,
6 a 1 i 6.2.

3 3 (Good) 2.4, 2.6,
3.4, 3.5, 3.6(vi), 3.7,
4.2, 4.4, 4.6, 4.12,
5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6,
6.7, 6.9, 6.12, 6.15.

4 2 (Satisfactory) 4.5,
6.8.

5 1 (Poor) None
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D. CONCLUSION :

Amongst the criteria rated almost equal number of criteria 
have received either 3(good) or 4(very good). It means that this 
text book has been developed well. However, the book will turn 
out to be a still better one, if due consideration is given to 
the suggestions/comments given in this report as well as those 
recorded on the manuscript.

E. PAGE-WISE COMMENT :



Competency No./ 
Page No. Comments

1.2.1/1

2

3

4

1.1.8

1.1.6/10

33,74,85

1.2.3/12

2.2.1/16

2.2.1/19

dd/l^u . 5de A3a©d© dadjda oirad dde ad dd,?

dd siadi©, 2>e&?d dinaftd©. uncra : doairW draJ 5 dr 0-3

aea, wd^dra acd doa^ cad© (dd,dod doi)epocea : 2 ddo rt^o o dsri^o ddo 20 
Aadod^rd sdadd oeerta edd doa^ dd. d)d 3d©n d,dsabd 2>e&rio& dadrt deiddjdo 
ded. ssdjrttfd^ erosrem^odd iddcdS^'Nedodjdb dai-

doadd Aja©d©^ dd/Wo eoodd. odadjdd dd/WC

aedo leaded rd doteoQdd eoadd©^ £do& dead Aiadod^rd dca^ dddd Arstfcj dde 
dde ded. dCodd ddo rN yde.od© aa/rtaracob.

o » o -o a co cd

enona: sdrirtift eodd ded. deoo^ ydd Aadadertde, 3dd, ddds^, eodFrido, asoyd 
dodj ddo ddo riV?d> da.'•' _o _o <4 <4
addo, deOd : 14 doaicio© , 1 dd d sra ddeoa , 4 d a at o  ddeoa adodidOod id d 
dd 10 dodo 4d —j d dd 4 eodo,3 ed.

-3 ip >4 S

3i sredds^ dead said erodd doe© dvdodjdo do. sedd dead sreddO, sra ddd 
do^Ojd doaaddodjdoed, ssdd^ erododaefidiGcdo di mddd^ daddodjdo dai/

20 ood 99 dddftd dosi/W©, dde,, 3ado dde, 3dd, aoiy dod, doip/Wdo^ doa&dodjdo.

(1) 19, 15, doa36r!^©,

dd d ?37 dd© 1 ad ssodd dd d at s dd© dod seen do dde. da pt o  dd© idowaft 9
—3 cP CO -3 up CO cP CO _7

dodo 5 ad. adjdd© 9, 5 ft.od dde yd Ood 19, 15 d© 19 clod dead., 15 d3, doai

(2) 37, 57 dO,

dd d ah > dd© idossaft 3, 5 ad

da m dd© adod esodrttfo 7i ddo
ip co c

dd d na dd© dod ssodrttf (3,5)© 5 dad do
_J <p co s ' co c p

yd Ood 57 dad doai, 37 di doai
& c p 0’ c o

(3) 53, 48 d©

dd d ?7s dd© idossaA 5, 4 ad

adjrtV© 5, 4 ici dad do

yd Ocd 53 dad doa3,, 48 di doa±co c p o' a o

dadd : (1) eoddoe doed^rt^o (sodd 10 ood 99d ddftd dcd.ri^o) irarnyi ddjj

at o  dd© dod soed^do, dae©dde^o. odad doslcie£ d dd d sa dd see dad dae y

deaiede dad do, edad doaJ.od© d dd d at s dd sod didae y doaiode dido.

cadj dcs^ri^d^ ao3 ido/a^i idod©^ adad. ydd y o?d adedeo sadra ddOde,. 
yd bod o^^od oedod© -di euasdsd da&dodgd a?a :

isdj dea/ri^o 85,33, 74 yftd©. 85,33 d©^ dd d A^d dd dae©doari 33, 85 idoaaft 
di deed,, dad3 dead 33 dodo 74 sde bed coasS^rori. 33 didos^. sedd sai^

33 sb dido, doi ^od^^ (sedd 85, 74) 74 died, 85 dad^do. oaraft 
£03 idod© d dodo 85, 74, “33 asi idod© d.

&>e&Fo ao iaddeio.
co

dd,rNe doodex

dd d dddeoa uede 3ow Ajaeoea
-a y co co

ddri^ dd.doa doda odo iou s o g g s tedded.y co s co

a© dod iadod ddOAj.oddo,
co O 4

ddd deaed (ddod^do ddd© daeo^) ddQdoajdo.
_/ ' -3 <-< -/ CO



2.2.2/23

26

28.

d?d ded d?d ssdd dd rttf dd, eradoijseft&djdo djad.

dbdddod ^^(involvingborrowing)^?^ abeaddjd; d^o±sdi.do^ 2.2.23 uL^ert^ci:.

ra©.d w.wtow dsb^rW©, db£ drtd^js^d dodojJ rad edd e ddd dded. dddra; 
dcd ud&e radsd dodadded. ?

32 erosraro.oddd diadd : dbe©d dd/W© s&dxido, cdrad wdd ddrt ^okde^ccd

rbrararardj do^rttf (docdrt^) do<d6 dradddd^d

33 dj3ddcd©o ‘dd, ddri^d’ odudjdj ? srocrado^.

34 do?\ d3 ded> ?

34 ‘djdd^o’ ddeo « djdd d,d dead©. oire^cdd 

dsra, djdrWm^ 3 dd,ris?e ^ddes^fle,

39 eradco 1 10 derraddj ziedid©CO
2 2 disderbb dreod©,

3 5 djs^ri^o dradd©co
raddle ra^d rad: ded

10 dm: = 2 derad: = 5 dra^

TOoicrs I.A.S.
rs
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2. Coverage and treatment of competencies :

The material in the manuscript form runs through 52 pages. 
The competency is given at the top of each lesson in most cases 
and it may be done so wherever it is omitted. The competencies 
are fairly treated maintaining continuity and sequence. The 
interrelated ones are dealt with in an integrated manner as far 
as possible. All the competencies are treated fairly well and a 
sincere attempt has been made for comprehensive coverage in a 
required competency.

3. Content :

By and large, the content material is adequate, appropriate, 
accurate and closely related to child's daily life experiences. 
The corrections have been suggested wherever it is found wanting 
(vide the list of page-wise comments). The workbook material has 
relevance to local learning situations in some form or the other. 
There are a few situations where some effort has been made to 
include content facilitating creative expression. The content 
material is free from any bias towards sex and social barriers. 
Also the content material facilitates inculcation of scientific 
temper to some extent. Not much wit and humour is included in the 
content material. Hindu Arabic system of numeration is used 
throughout. No themes/topics of special interest for the 
learners of this age group are included.

4. Style of presentation :

Sufficient care has been taken (i) to use very simple 
language and words familiar to children and (ii) to present the 
material in a graded manner following logical and sequential 
order. A number of play-way activities for ensuring mastery are 
included but not much for creative activities.

Some effort has gone into the material for developing skills 
of observation, wherever they are involved. Sufficient attention 
has been paid to provide situations encouraging oral expression.

Provision for

(i) developing skills of handling of objects,
(ii) instructing the conduction of activities in clear and 

specific terms
(iii) situations to develop imagination and thinking among the 

learners, have been made wherever required to some 
extent.

0



5. Visuals :

The visuals provided are in sufficient number, placed close 
to the content and are having proper linkage with the content. 
They are appropriate in terms of perspective and proportion and 
are in conformity with the objects. Various types of visuals are 
included. The visuals are not that attractive, as they could 
have been in many cases. While printing, this could be taken 
care of, with the use of proper colour and contrasting 
background.

6. Evaluation exercises :

Exercises provided are in a graded manner suitable to the 
level of the learners and have variety. The number of exercises 
set for the reinforcement of learning under each competency is 
not large and it is desirable that their number should be 
increased. Enough space for learners' response has been provided. 
Very little provision is made for inclusion of exercises in new 
learnings in the form of 'things to do' and 'things to find out'. 
Not much can be seen regarding inclusion of exemplar unit tests 
for evaluating the mastery learning and suggestions for its use. 
Provision of clues and hints to different questions is 
satisfactory. Sufficient hints have seen provided to the 
teachers for developing the learners' skills of answering the 
oral, written and situational questions. Provision of suggestions 
for obtaining and utilizing the feedback in organising remedial 
instructions is very little. There is some provision of tools for 
assessing the learners' skill of observation, but none for 
discrimination, classification and analysis and also for 
assessing the values and attitudes of the learners.

Except for model questions, answers are not provided for 
any of the exercises set for each competency. Most of the 
exercises are of the routine type, mechanical in operation and 
lack in the use of imagination and thinking by the learners.

A list of page-wise comments is appended herewith.
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C. EVALUATORS RATING :

S.NO. RATING CRITERIA NO.

1 5 (excellent) None

2 4 (very good) 4.7.

3 3 (good) 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.13,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5,
6.1, 6.2.

4 2 (satisfactory) 2.6,
3.5, 3.6(vi, vii & x), 3.8,
4.6, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10,
5.6,
6.3, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.12, 6.15.

5 1 (poor) None

D. CONCLUSION :

Almost all the criteria have been rated 3(good) and 
2(satisfactory). The workbook, therefore, needs improvement on 
those criteria rated 2 when revision is undertaken.
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E. PAGEWISE COMMENT (IN ENGLISH)

Page No.

1 to 3

26, 27

38

39, 40

41,42

Comment

In the instructions to students at the top 
the statement should be modified as
X bj d. Title of the lesson not 
mentioned.

Problems from daily life on addition - very 
inadequate. More number of problems should 
be provided.

The method adopted through instructions 
does not help children to understand the 
concept of multiplication. Hence, it is
suggested
adopted.

that the following method be

EDQQQ -- > ED + ED + E3 + Q

--> 2 + 2 + 2+2

--> 2 x 4 = 8

Instructions should be given, to pupils to
answer problems given at the end of the 
fourth illustration.

At this stage the teacher should introduce 
the commutative property of multiplication 
and ask them to verify whether the products 
in both the cases are the same
e.g.: 2x3=6; 3x2=6;
Therefore 2x3=3x2= 6.

This should be tried in each one of the 
problems given under (-Of ) .

(a) In problem No.l, should be
changed to ' t? '.

(b) In problem No. 2, ' ,
should be changed to ' <2? “E e-^ocS
ion,'

(c) In problem No.4, (i) the words
should be replaced by a word familiar 
to children.

(d) The word ' 7/310 • should be changed to
which is more commonly used in 

our daily life.
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43

Some more problems of similar types should 
be added to the list.

This seems to be a difficult exercise 
because it involves use of carbon paper 
without which the impressions are not fully 
and clearly seen in the imprint of coins. 
Hence it is better if the question is 
changed as follows : . « . ,

u
/n roj A y •u X,

if -b 
A /-Jo bJ

44

45

47

In problem 4, the word ' . should be 
replaced by the word ‘ Co trf ’ which is more 
appropriate.

Teacher should ask pupils to findout weights 
of say, five more things of their choice.

In 'matching' exercise - 14 should be 
changed to 15, since the number of days from 
one fullmoon day to the next is 15.
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Page No Comments

5. 20+5 = 25 oed ded.

2 3o& d<sb 5 aadtfo [25ldd: ^37>.a - 4? Oed adodd—fl I....—1 o

12. ez^ddd^ 9 de sdjdd dcdd ssodd ao3 3,di, 3,di^ daod rfeea, ^o;d? ^aa

®OT.dd^® did sXd^ dod.^adi dddodjdi ddS .
• O CO 3 0 w —1

29. d^ddedd d^d^d^ d;?dd2~d(dcg:;dd ©j^dd^didod - voro d;d 18, 22, 23) &oa. 

^e^de 5j)t3 18, 22, 23,d€^c:d isz^i^ add:

33-34 ^Sd ddi^dsfe && dd^. ~djd^®„ addi ©od ^didadi/^cdadjd: adidod djiijsrd; 

dj3did)<3i dja^.

35-37 eOT.d dodd® ded
* O co

48. ^dd®, da/Wi, S>^d ad djsdosddjd^ SwacSd^d^ ddadidjdi di^sJrt sddd6 djsd.

«do,d ^djd'Scd ddid 3®cd cirad d«7cddp wrbdjae^. wdood & saad dpar ^adidjd? 

djsd.

51. ididoai III did: I rttfdi ddisrad £do dosd, I did: II dsferad ada^odd. ciaccdd 

addi ddaadod ®d4d^? ^d. ^didcd6 II d djsdd aardjSraft o?d ^dadid:: d^dd 

ddd^O &rad(did doaidv’rt ydid:a~d wo&icd «OdV dddid^d: ad.did 233ddtf®
> co eJ 6 V cteJ co

adcdd.

52. djsddodo aafdjrod 3i o?d ^dadida

3^dd dd/W„ 3cdiadid add ws^dtf doa^odd^ wodracd «^3d^ ddad da:d 

ad .did a~srW® adoae.
fto co

-flee CEE '"^

25
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2. Coverage and treatment of competencies :

The evaluators have a good opinion as far as this aspect is 
concerned and observe that all competencies except 2.2.9., 3.2.2. 
have been treated in a continuous and sequential manner. 
Competencies are correlated to one another wherever required. 
However it would be better to give a list of all the competencies 
covered in the beginning of the book, so as to present a birds- 
eve-view to the teacher.

Some of the competencies are not comprehensively covered and 
miss some details, which can be further supplemented to ensure 
mastery learning vide page-wise comments appended at the end.

3. Content : —"

The content matter to develop various specified competencies 
is accurate, adequate and appropriate to the learners' local 
environment, resources and daily life experiences. It is also 
directed, in most cases, towards developing the specific 
competencies in the learner. As far as possible, the content is 
designed to inculcate scientific temper among learners. While 
providing examples from daily life, equality of sexes has been 
reflected wherever possible, but certain activities can be 
incorporated to provide for (i) interaction of students with 
their environment and (ii) wit and humour, so that leaners' 
experiences can be joyful.

4. Style of presentation :

The presentation is simple and graded with a simple 
vocabulary familiar to children. At a few places, activities that 
kindle imagination and thinking are provided in the material. 
Wherever possible, some scope is there for oral expression and 
self-learning by students. In some cases, the instructions to 
teachers for conducting these activities are not clear, specific 
and complete. This must be looked into during the revision of the 
book.

5. Visuals :

An adequate number of visuals are provided in the book and 
are properly placed and referenced with respect to the content. 
Students can find a variety of them in the book.

6. Evaluation exercises :

A large number of varied and graded exercises to test the 
specific competencies developed are included in the material.
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Exercises are tailored to the level of the learners and clues and 
hints are given wherever necessary.

Worksheets for the remedial teaching of slow learners and 
for multiple class teaching must be included either separately or 
within the book. This makes a complete set of evaluation 
exercises, which is useful for teachers in the classroom 
teaching. Some strategies to be adopted by the teachers to 
develop the learners’ skills of answering oral, written and 
situational questions are given in the guide, which are useful to 
teachers.

To some extent, some evaluation tools for assessing the 
learners' skill of observation, classification, discrimination 
and analysis are also given wherever possible, enhancing the 
utility of the handbook.

C. EVALUATORS RATING :

The following list reflects the evaluators ratings for 
different criteria (as in proforma no.l)

SL.NO. RATING CRITERIA NO.

1 5 (excellent) None

2 4 (very good) 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.8, 3.11,
4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.10,
6.1.

3 3 (good) 2.6,
3.3, 3.4, 3.6 (vi & x)m 3.13
4.2, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.11,
4.15,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5,
6.2, 6.3, 6.6, 6.8, 6.9, 6.11,
6.15.

4 2 (satisfactory) 3.5,
4.6,
6.12.

5 1 (poor) None
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D. CONCLUSION :

About 60 percent of the criteria have been rated as 3(good) 
and thirty percent as 4(very good). It can therefore be said that 
the handbook is good and useful for the teachers. It is relevant 
to the text and competencies developed therein.

However, specific comments pertaining to some of the 
criteria which require improvement may be looked into, during 
revision of the book.

E. POINT-WISE COMMENTS :

Page No. Comments

2 Figure drawn for activity 1 is not accurate. It
should be drawn accurately so that children can 
see and count the numbers exactly.

4 In activity 3, the words ' <3

be replaced by ' 3 (<J ' at the
place marked 'X' in the manuscript.

5 In line 5 of page 5, the word/xshould 
be replaced by the word ’

13 In line 1, the word ' 'should be
changed to ' o o'lJ ca o o

14 Questions should always end with ? marks. 
Wherever the question mark is not there, it 
should be mentioned as indicated.

17 The question asked in line 5 is vague and hence
it should be deleted.

21 In page 21 - line 2, write the word '«J^C#3’ after
the word ‘ ‘ •

38 Under activity No.2, 34 should be corrected as
35.
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43

44

53

54-55

56

59,66,69

67

71

74

75

78,79

80

83

Some more problems of similar type should be 
provided.
Under the headings ' «-Xj <2 <3 d 1 2rJ ?
nothing is written. The required information 
should be filled in there.
Under the heading ' #3 nothing is
written. The required information should be 
furnished.

The activity as detailed under (3) cannot be 
conducted in a classroom situation. Hence it 
should be deleted and in its place some simpler 
activity be included.

Completely blank. Problems/activities should be 
suggested.

Some more word problems of similar type should 
be added.

The page is completely blank. Some clues should 
be provided and the pupil should be helped to 
write out the multiplication tables fully 
keeping the clues at the back ground.

The other denominations of coins, viz. 5 ps, 2ps 
and 1 ps. should be added to the list.

The page is completely blank. The required 
information and the activities that go with them 
should be suggested.

Activities should be suggested.

The activities that are provided in this page 
are almost the same as those dealt within 
pages 76 and 77. Hence some new type of 
activities should be provided for page 78 and 
79.

Activities should be provided.

Statement against si.no.4 should be deleted as 
it doesn't have a single answer.
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I P

rovision of a variety
I of item

s, problem
s 

and activities for each
1 com

petency

6.3
1 Provision of a large 

num
ber of exercises

1 for the reinforcem
ent

1 of learning

6.4
Provision of separate

1 w
orksheets for

I (a) rem
edial and 

j (b) 
m

ultiple class
I 

instructions

6.5
1 provision of exercises
I for group discussion 

on events, situations 
and issues related to 
the environm

ental 
protection



6.0 
EVA

LU
A

TIO
N
 EXER

C
ISES

SN
o.

Criteria
R

eference 
(C

hapter, C
om

petency no. 
P

age, P
ara, Line etc.)

C
om

m
ents/S

uggestions
R

ating

6.6

6.7

Inclusion of exercises 
in new

 learning in the 
form

s of 'things to do' 
things to find out’ and 

projects

P
rovision of enough 

space, w
herever 

provided for learner's 
response to questions

6.8
provision of clues and 
hint to different 
questions

6.9

6.10

provision of hints to 
the teachers for 
developing the learner's 
skills of answ

ering the 
oral, w

ritten and 
situational questions

Inclusion of exem
plar 

unit-tests for evaluating 
the m

astery learning 
and suggestions for its 
use



6.0 EVA
LU

A
TIO

N
 EXER

C
ISES

Proform
a N

o. 2

S N
o.

C
riteria

R
eference

(C
hapter, C

om
petency no. 

Page, Para, Line etc.)
C

om
m

ents/S
uggestions

R
ating

6.11
P

rovision of 
suggestions for 
obtaining and utilising 
the feedback and 
organising rem

edial 
instruction

6.12
P

rovision of tools for 
assessing the 
learner's skill of 
observation, 
discrim

ination, 
classification and 
analysis

6.13
P

rovision of tools 
and techniques for 
assessing the values 
and attitude of the 
learners

6.14
P

rovision of answ
ers 

in handbooks for 
those exercises for 
w

hich provision is not 
there in the text-book

6.15
P

rovision of com
pre

hension questions to 
ensure use of im

agi
nation and thinking by 
the learners



ANNEXURE — 2

INFORMATION ABOUT THE EVALUATORS

Name (In Capital) : Dr. N.B. BADRINARAYAN

Designation : Reader in Mathematics (Retd.)
Regional Institute of Education,
Mysore - 570 006.

Office Address : --

Residential Address : No.28, 17th Cross, 2nd Main, Jayanagara, 
Mysore - 570 014.

Qualifications (Degrees/Diplomas with subjects offered)
Ph.D., (Mathematics)

Experience
Subject Class/Level No. of 

years
a) Teaching Mathematics 36

b) Research Mathematics

c) Development Mathematics Education

d) Training Mathematics Education

e) Special Experience/Involvement in MLL Programmes :
1. Worked as Resource Person in Developing 

MLL Based Textbook/Workbook/Handbook for
DPEP Districts of Karnataka.

f) Development of Instructional Material

Title of the Material Sub iect Class Year of 
Publication

1. Textbook on Mathematics X 1994

g) Review of Instructional Material.

1. Text/Workbook/Handbook of DPEP for classes I & II.



INFORMATION ABOUT THE EVALUATORS

Name (In Capital)

Designation

Mr. T.G. SATYANARAYAN

Retd. Headmaster,
Demonstration School,
Regional Institute of Education, 
Mysore - 570 006.

Office Address

Residential Address : No.635, Panchamanthra West Road,
E&F Block, Kuvempu Nagar, Mysore - 570 023. 
Telephone - 60394.

Qualifications (Degrees/Diplomas with subjects offered)
a) B.Sc. - Physics, Chemistry & Mathematics (as electives)
b) B.T. - Methods of Teaching Mathematics & English (Special 

subjects)
c) M.Ed. - (i) Advanced Educational Psychology &

(ii) Educational Administration & organisation 
(special subjects)

Experience

Sublect Class/Level No■ of
years

a) Teaching Mathematics IX & X 42

b) Research .

c) Development

d) Training Principal, RVTTI & RVTC, Bangalore. 3 Yrs

e) Special Experience/Involvement in MLL Programmes :

Not directly involved but familiar with the 
programme.

f) Development of Instructional Material :

g) Review of Instructional Material : --



INFORMATION ABOUT THE EVALUATORS

Name (In Capital

Designation

Office Address

Dr. T.S. KUMARA SWAMY

Retd. Senior Lecturer,
Govt. College of Education,

Residential Address : 1063/50 'A' II Main, 7th Cross,
Vidyaranya Puram, Mysore - 570 008.

Qualifications (Degrees/Diplomas with subjects offered)
B.Sc. ,

Experience

a) Teaching

(PCM), M.A. (Psy), B.Ed., M.Ed., Ph.D.(Educat ion)

Sub ject Class/Level

Science, Mathematics. High School 
Education Psychology,
Physics, Mathematics. B.Ed.

Primary School 
T.T.I.-

No. of 
years

12

12 
2
9

3b) Research

c) Development

d) Training

UGC Research Scholar 
University of Mysore

Special Education 
Value Education 
Research Methodology,
SUPW, Evaluation.

e) Special Experience/Involvement in MLL Programmes :
1 Preparation of a Training package at ISEC 

for Block level officer.
2 Try out of the package at Mandya.

f) Development of Instructional Material :
Title of the Material

1. Mathematics Textbooks

2. Project II

Sub i ect Class Year of 
Publication

Mathematics III,IV,VII 1992
State book 1993,1994

Art & Creative 
expression

3. +2 level Teachers Psychology
Guide at the National 
level NCERT

I,II,III,IV 1986

P.U.C. 1988

g) Review of Instructional Material : 
Textbook Review at the Primary Level.


